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With the year culminating in a very favourable ISI Inspection Report, 2014 proved to be a vintage one academically for Reed’s! The 

end of the summer saw our best ever GCSE results, with over half the boys scoring a total of least seven A* or A grades including over 

120 A* grades in separate science IGCSEs and a successful first sitting of IGCSE English. A Level results were good again; most notable 

was the strong performance by the five pupils who went on to read medicine. 

We all know about raw exam results that are published in League Tables and we are proud of our track record here. However, where 

achievement stands out even more clearly is in the measure of the ‘value added’ at Reed’s - put plainly, this measures pupils’ final 

exam results in the context of their individual entry profile. In the two consecutive inspection periods spanning 2004 to 2014 our 

record for value added is outstanding. All schools should be adding value but at Reed’s we have consistently seen pupils’ perform way 

beyond predictions based on their entry level. This is a source of enormous pride and vindication of the work that goes on year upon 

year, not just in a final burst before public examinations.                         David Atkins, Director of Studies

• Music - Barney Goodwin awarded place in   

 National Children’s Orchestra; at Woking Music  

 Festival - James Cobb 1st in German Lieder Class,  

 Dylan Price 1st in U16 Bach Class, Piano Challenge  

 Class & U18 Piano Recital Class: Dylan Price awarded  

 place in Emmanuel Piano Trophy Competition for  

 top 25 U18 pianists in the country

• Science – Jonathan Salmon is first Reed’s student to  

 win Gold CREST Award

• Elmbridge Sports Awards – Reed’s win 1st, 2nd &  

 3rd places in Senior School Team; 2nd in Junior  

 School Team; James Sieber 3rd Individual Sportsman 

•  Athletics -  Harry Spawforth Bronze in 800m in the  

 English National Championships

• Golf - Jen Vincent & Max O’Hagan represent Surrey  

 U18s; Jen captains Surrey Girls to County   

 championship title

• Hockey - Reed’s Boys’ U18 indoor hockey team   

 reach semi-finals of South Regionals; Joss Mitchison  

 represents England U16 at 4 Nations Tournament  

 winning Bronze

• Rugby – best season ever for 1st XV with only one  

 loss over the whole season

• Skiing - Henry Roberts is 12th Reed’s pupil chosen  

 for English Schools’ ski squad

• Swimming - Andrew Roy is 100m Freestyle    

 champion of the South East

• Tennis - U15 National Champions; U13 runners up

cover: Sixth Form girls having fun on a Biology trip
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DRAMA an intelligent and skilfully acted performance...

MUSIC a dazzling concert ...

The first major musical event of the school year, the Autumn Concert, 

featured a dazzling variety of ensembles. The Jazz Orchestra set the 

evening off on a groovy path before the ‘Haydn Seek’ Quartet gave a 

beautifully poised performance. The Consort Choir’s performance of And 

So It Goes exhibited a lilting quality; they then combined very effectively 

with the First Form Choir for a beautiful performance of T.C.Harry’s 

Ordinary Day. The Clarinet Ensemble played with enthusiasm and 

flair, before the ‘Quatro Corda’ Quartet of four violins impressed with 

their performance. The Brass Ensemble’s rendition of the Theme from 

James Bond displayed a pleasing thrust and urgency, paving the way 

for the Quintet to give a highly mature account of Mozart’s Quintet for 

Piano and Winds. The ‘Energico’ String Quartet played with energy and 

commitment and the Brass Choir’s bite-size Carmen provided a fresh 

look at a celebrated piece. The Guitar Ensemble and the Wind Band 

gave spirited, uplifting performances before the evening was brought 

to an appropriate close by the Reed’s Orchestra, performing Saint-Saens’ 

Bacchanale and the Theme from Bonanza. It was particularly pleasing 

to witness the confidence of the performances of all the musicians, 

especially those who performed for the first time.                  

            Iain Carnegie, Director of Music

The Director of Drama, Tim Silk’s, stage arrangement for the 

production of Tom Basden’s ‘There is a War’, added a tinge of 

excitement and provided the talented young cast with the perfect 

backdrop for a terrific show. The play itself is a satire of the absurdity 

of war. ‘Catch 22’ meets ‘The Green Wing’ as a civil war between the 

Blues and the Greys, cause unknown, absorbs the entire population 

in some dystopian future. The hapless Anne, quite brilliantly played 

by Lower Sixth Former Ellie Chance, takes us through the war as a 

doctor desperately trying to make the front line to do her duty. The 

energy and passion that a large cast of over fifty students brought 

to the stage was quite brilliant. As a result, it is difficult to pick my 

personal favourites. Flossie Wilson-Gunn’s Sasha was skilfully played. 

It would have been easy for her to be childish in her role, but I found 

sympathy with her idealistic dance teacher. Third Former Sam Hunt’s 

comic timing was superb as John, the tortured soldier, and I have to 

confess to succumbing to my sad, black sense of humour when Sixth 

Formers Becky Donaldson and James Hurley buried bodies while 

talking about old school friends! There was a ‘Blackadder’ quality 

to Upper Sixth Former Max Walker’s portrayal of Field Commander 

Goodman and every war film has its ‘little drummer boy’: these 

scenes were maturely led by Fourth Former Sam Moldon fronting 

the Director of Music, Iain Carnegie’s, score. The final scene has to 

take the plaudits. The ‘War of the Wards’ met ‘War of the Worlds’, as 

a cleverly-directed slow-motion fight scene erupted to conclude poor 

Anne’s bizarre journey. Here the young cast rose to the challenge of 

a choreographed fight scene with aplomb and the teamwork of tech 

crew, actors, directors and an exhausted audience was evident in a 

memorable finale. Well done and thank you to the directors, cast and 

crew for producing an intelligent and skilfully acted play.

Extracts from a review by Ian Clapp, Director of Sport & Activities

“Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all’” Aristotle

Scenes from ‘There is a War’

The Autumn Concert

THE ARTS



3“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world” Nelson Mandela

ACADEMIC

TEACHING AT REED’S What really goes on in lessons?...
Director of Teaching & Learning, Caroline St Gallay, 

takes regular tours (or Learning Walks) around the school. Here’s a 

sample of what she found on one of her tours:

“English - First Form boys were doing a fun activity on their mini-

whiteboards to test their spellings and vocabulary. The task included a 

metacognitive element by asking them to judge their confidence about 

the vocabulary, using the traffic light system.

Maths - In one First Form lesson pupils were exploring long division by 

using an intriguing “Monkey Method”.  In another, they were teaching 

each other about fractions and then using traffic lights to reflect on 

their learning. After this, they were undertaking a challenge to spot and 

correct errors in their teacher’s work. In a Sixth Form lesson, a student 

was “teaching” the class how to solve a problem and the teacher 

was guiding where required. They enjoyed the variety and the expert 

understanding that they now have will be highly valuable.

Science - A Sixth Form Biology student was taking a rather messier, 

active role in her lesson. She had been given gloves, scalpel and 

sheep’s lungs - the teacher asked her to cut parts off and explain the 

anatomy and function of each part, for whole class discussion. Sixth 

Form Chemists were learning about electrons in an inventive way 

by representing them with balloons. They were taking theory and 

making it practical – a very visual way to learn a challenging concept. A 

Fourth Form Physics class were given 30 seconds each to memorise a 

poster explaining static electricity and then reproduce the information,  

encouraging the successful learning method of: look/cover/hide/check.

History - The focus, not surprisingly, was on WW1. In one class, 

groups were assigned a country, exploring their role in the war in a very 

lively and enjoyable way. In another, groups were collaborating brilliantly 

to explore the causes of WW1. A level students were predicting their 

own knowledge before writing short-answer questions on whiteboards. 

This was carefully managed and scrutinised by the teacher so that any 

gaps in the pupils’ knowledge were identified swiftly. 

Modern Languages - A Fifth Form French lesson saw pupils 

throwing a die to challenge them on their use of tenses. Each number 

referred to a different tense that they then had to use in a sentence. If 

anyone threw a 6, they had to demonstrate their tense usage to the 

whole class. Fun, challenging, purposeful and original!

Classics - Fourth Formers were analysing passages, then teaching the 

salient points to the rest of the class for them to take notes. Pupils were 

demonstrating expertise and covering the text in an interesting way.

Economics - A Level students were engaged in an interesting activity 

challenging them to consider concepts and statistics from different 

angles. They had to analyse economic data and concepts, then 

transform their results into information that would be accessible to a 

wider audience in a news report. 

Overall, our Director of Teaching & Learning noticed two 

discernible themes - pupils taking ownership of their learning and 

demonstrating independence (particularly at Sixth Form level) and 

valuable collaborative learning, to increase discussion, thought 

and engagement.”  

A student ‘teaching’ Maths to his peers , discussions on ‘WW1’ in History and sheep lung dissection in Biology

CHEMISTRY success for our outstanding chemists...

Scientists at Reed’s have proved the extent of their knowledge this 

term. Boys in the Fourth Form competed in the Royal Society of 

Chemistry Challenge South East regionals, progressing to a runners-

up competition against Charterhouse, RGS Guildford, Tiffin, St John’s 

and Kingston Grammar. After a series of practical tests it was the Reed’s 

boys’ outstanding chemical general knowledge that made them 

stand out from the rest of the competitors and they were declared the 

worthy winners. Dr Debi Linton from the University of Reading then 

visited Reed’s to assess the Silver and Gold CREST investigations that 

had been carried out. Tom Boyce and Brandon How, Fourth Form, 

were given Silver Awards after completing projects representing over 

40 hours’ work. Sixth Former Jonathan Salmon spent three weeks in 

the summer holidays working at AFC Energy in Cranleigh investigating 

catalytic activity in hydrogen fuel cells. He then provided a written 

report & analysis that was submitted for the Gold Award, a culmination 

of over 100 hours of work and a considerable achievement - the first 

Reed’s student to obtain a Gold CREST Award.  He may even end up 

patenting his work !     Judy Brewster, Head of Chemistry



A group of 22 Sixth Form students have been working on 

their EPQ projects since January 2014. The culmination of 

planning, researching and writing a 5,000 word dissertation was in 

an evening of presentations to parents, family, several Governors, 

the Headmaster and members of the Senior Management Team. 

After the presentations questions were invited from the audience 

and then the individual’s EPQ Supervisor asked the student some 

searching, unrehearsed questions about their presentation and their 

dissertation.  The EPQ includes teaching on academic skills such as 

critical evaluation of sources and essay writing – skills which will be 

a huge asset at university. Students then work on their own meeting 

fortnightly with their supervisors, members of staff who meet with 

the students, commenting on each stage of their projects, giving 

advice and, finally, assessing the end product. The students delivered 

polished presentations with confidence and style. The way in which 

they answered questions from the audience and their supervisors 

showed their deep understanding of their chosen topics.

Ruth Harris, Head of EPQ
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EXTENDED PROJECT QUALIFICATION to deepen skills...

“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think” Albert Einstein

ACADEMIC

Students in the newly formed Economics Society attended a varied  

programme of lectures this term. 

Firstly, they joined an Economics Panel with Martin Wolf CBE which 

attempted to answer the question: “What needs to change in 

Economics and in the teaching thereof in light of the 2008 financial 

crisis?” A very interesting and intellectually stimulating debate took 

place about the need for a ‘revolution’ in the way economics is thought 

about and taught. The panel also addressed “What makes for a good 

economist; what are the key challenges for the subject post-2008?” as 

a roundtable discussion involving the current faculty in economics at 

Durham University. I am proud that our students were able to hold 

their own, impressing many of the panellists and other audience 

members in the informal discussion that followed.

Next was a visit to Eton College for a panel event hosting high calibre 

speakers such as John Micklethwait, Editor-in-Chief of the Economist, 

and Dr Gerard Lyons, Chief Economic Advisor to the Mayor of London. 

Topics ranged from assessing the chances for economic stagnation 

within advanced markets, though to Professor Wade of the LSE 

claiming that the accuracy of economic forecasts was about as precise 

as a ‘dart throwing chimpanzee’ - understandably a controversial 

statement for some of the panel. 

The pinnacle of the term was a highly anticipated Public Lecture at 

The Royal Institute., where the guest speaker, Stephanie Flanders a 

former BBC Economics Editor, explored a number of mistakes made 

by economists and journalists when explaining and reporting on 

economic events and developments using anecdotal evidence to 

support her claims. 

The Economics Society also participated in a National competition, 

organised by the Bank of England, called Target 2.0 which asked, “Are 

we heading for deflation - what can the Band of England do?”  This 

required meticulous preparation, insightful understanding and an 

assessment of the current and medium-term developments for the UK’s 

economic growth and inflation - the students aquited themselves well.   

                 Lukas Pytel, Economics Department

How does the distribution of migrant workers 
show variation between different sectors of the 
UK economy?       Rosie Pigeon
Is the world heading for a population-resource imbalance 
in the next 200 years?      Henry Thorpe
Can the Alkaline Hydrogen fuel cell become commercially 
viable in the next 5 years?                 Alex Tenenbaum
Is there a correlation between the length of time a 
country has been a democracy and its level of human 
development?            Pujan Gor

EXAMPLES OF EPQ PROJECT TOPICS:

  An event at Eton for the Economics Society

     Nico Spreeth making his EPQ presentaion    Students taking the EPQ

THE ECONOMICS SOCIETY springs to life...
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ACADEMIC

The Modern Foreign Languages Department treated pupils in The 

Close to a fun & educational performance of a French play called ‘Hors 

Piste’ which follows a school skiing holiday that doesn’t go to plan. 

GCSE students studying German travelled to Iserlohn in Northrhine-

Westphalia for the return trip of the 2014 German Exchange and in 

November we hosted our French exchange partner school, Lycée 

Gaston Bachelard, from the Champagne region. Thirteen pupils and 

two members of staff enjoyed a range of excellent activities both in and 

outside the classroom joining in with the busy life of Reed’s for a few 

days. Simon Bramwell, Head of MFL

Geography teachers have been busy – a trip for Lower Sixth Formers 

to the nearby River Tillingbourne allowed them to start to observe 

phenomena and to discuss the subject in a more sophisticated way 

than in the past with data collected to be analysed in a project as part 

of the AS Level exam in May. Fifth Formers spent two rainy days on 

the Jurassic Coast in Dorset investigating case studies for their iGCSE 

Coastal Processes topic – a walk from Lulworth Cove and the famous 

Durdle Door made worthwhile when the boys realised the latter was 

named by the BBC amongst the UK’s top 10 sites of geological interest. 

A trip to Sicily during half term for a mixed age group of impeccably 

behaved boys was a great success! with temperatures in the high 20s 

they explored the ancient Roman town of Taomina and climbed the 

still active volcano, Mount Etna. Jon Ross, Head of Geography

The English Department took the Upper Sixth to The British Library to 

experience the new exhibition on Gothic literature from the medieval 

period to the present day, giving them a better understanding of the 

genre as they begin their A Level coursework. Time Riders author, Alex 

Scarrow, visited Reed’s and entertained First Formers with extracts 

from his book and tales about his life as a writer. Upper Sixth Formers 

took part in the Cambridge Union Schools’ Debating Competition – a 

prestigious debating competition, debating in two motions. Reed’s A 

team were narrowly pipped into second place by Brighton College 

in the first debate and won their second debate convincingly. Reed’s 

B team featured a novice debater supported by a seasoned one and 

they performed creditably, particularly in the second debate. Reed’s 

DebSoc has grown in size and strength over the past 4 years and it is 

encouraging to see students developing their critical thinking skills as 

well as their self-confidence. Amanda Trehearn, Head of English

In Biology A2 students visited the Isle of Wight to carry out the fieldwork 

and statistical analysis component of their course. This included an 

estuary study, a visit to Parkhurst Forest (with the hope of spotting red 

squirrels) and data gathering on Bembridge’s rocky shore. In Physics 

the extension class stayed closer to home by having a go at making 

explosives. After a theory lesson on the history and background of 

explosives the group made gun cotton and gun powder. At the end of 

the session the explosives were ignited. Due to the destructive nature 

of explosives more equipment will need to be purchased to replace 

the bits destroyed! Lower Sixth Chemistry students visited the best 

undergraduate chemistry laboratory in England at the University of 

Bristol. They conducted experiments involving many new techniques 

and equipment that are not used in school laboratories, then attended 

inspirational lectures and demonstrations involving the usage of liquid 

nitrogen, hydrogen gas, oxygen and dry ice. It was an eye-opening 

chance for the students to see what opportunities are available in 

science. Des Thompson, Head of Science

  Sixth Form Biologists in the Isle of Wight

ACADEMIC TRIPS & EVENTS to instill a love of learning...

  Pupils in Iserlohn

  Fifth Form pupils at Durdle Door

  Author, Alex Scarrow, with First Formers
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FOUNDATION FOCUS
Foundationers tell their own stories....

How is the Foundation Supported?...

“Education is the movement from darkness to light”  Allan Bloom

FOUNDATION FOCUS

“My home circumstances meant that coming to Reed’s helped me a lot. I’m never alone and 
always have friends around me. Reed’s gives me lots of support and plenty of opportunities.“
 A Sixth Former aged 17

“My Mum suffered domestic violence – the support I’ve had at Reed’s is something else. The 
atmosphere is friendly and welcoming; I get a happy sensation when I walk in the door. 
Lucky is not enough to describe how much I’ve gained from coming to Reed’s.”
A Third Former aged 13

“Reed’s provides individual help for me, new opportunities, great facilities; a positive 
learning ethos - for me the list is endless. But more than all that Reed’s has given me a new 
life, it has picked me up from a moderate school and given me a new shot at what I want to 
be and that is something that I will be eternally grateful for.”
A First Former aged 11

“At first I felt homesick but because of the boarding community and my friends I felt at 
home. Each term we do a sport. My favourite sport at Reed’s is rugby and I am proud to 
say I tried and tried and made it to the A team. I love it because it was a good way to make 
friendships stronger because you have to trust each other. At the end of the year we have 
exams. It was worth it because I was really proud of my results. I also got a prize in design 
and technology. After that we have activity week and we test our fears at Thorpe Park. The 
summer term is definitely the best.”
A Second Former aged 12

The Development Office’s core purpose is to sustain the vision of 

Andrew Reed. He was not only an extraordinary social reformer 

for child poverty, but a formidable fundraiser bringing in over £1 

million in his lifetime, equating to about £200 million in today’s 

money.

Whilst our Foundation is a strength, none of us should be under 

any illusion of the financial burden made by in simply maintaining, 

never mind growing, the vision. 

One of the financial targets we have set ourselves is to raise £20 

million, being a tenth of Andrew Reed’s £200 million, to be invested 

as a ring-fenced endowment in the Andrew Reed Growth Fund. 

But why do we need such a fund? Unlike some other independent 

schools, we do not have large endowments or assets upon which 

we can draw.

If you’d like to know more about the plans for the future of the 

Foundation please contact the Development Office on 01932 

869025 or visit the ‘Foundation’ tab on our website: 
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The Foundation at Reed’s School is central to its whole being. In fact, without it 

the school would not even exist, but how much do you really know about it?

What is its History? Our Founder, Rev Dr Andrew Reed, was a Victorian philanthropist, 

minister and social reformer who founded the school as a charity, the London Orphan Asylum, 

in 1813 in the East End of London. His aim was to care for and educate disadvantaged and 

destitute children and this charitable aim still lies at the heart of the Reed’s Foundation. He 

started the Charity with money he raised from City institutions – this is now known as the Annual 

Foundation Appeal and has run since 1815.

How is it Funded now? Funds are raised in a variety of ways by the Development Office 

through the Annual Appeal, Sponsor a Child and return of income from Build our Future. 

Broader support for the Foundation now also comes from many Old Reedonians, parents and 

other friends of the School. 

What is the Annual Foundation Appeal? The Annual Foundation Appeal attracts support 

from City financial institutions, livery companies and Charitable Trusts, along with individuals. 

The Appeal is launched at an event held in the City, currently at Grocers’ Hall, at which around 

150 supporters attend. They listen to testimonials from former Foundationers about how the 

Foundation changed their lives. It allows us to focus on the reason the Foundation exists – to 

help change lives. 

Tell me about the Foundationers. The Reed’s Foundation has educated and cared for 

thousands of deserving children since its inception. Currently there are 65 Foundationers at 

Reed’s who have lost one or both parents, or are from single parent families and their home 

situation constitutes a special case of need due to disadvantage, deprivation or illness. All who 

apply are assessed financially, socially and academically through a sensitive application process 

of home visits and interviews, to ensure we support the most genuine cases. Foundation pupils 

have gone on to achieve great things in their careers: ranging from international lawyers and 

government advisers to world-famous musicians and sporting champions.

How do you find them? Obviously times have changed since 1813 but there are still many 

disadvantaged children who would benefit hugely from an outstanding education at a school 

like Reed’s, so we work with a number of partners to identify them. We have a network of 

Primary Schools (known as the Primary Forum) and provide a host of academic, sporting and 

creative enrichment activities for the children from these schools. The aim is to raise aspirations 

and improve the performance of young people facing hardship, but the Forum can also help 

the Foundation identify the most deserving candidates. We similarly work with other Partner 

Charities such as Honeypot and The Royal Navy & Royal Marines Children’s Fund to identify 

children in the same way. The Andrew Reed series of Debates at The Guildhall in London also 

raises the profile of the Foundation.

And in the Future? The provision of Foundation bursaries enriches our School, enhances our 

academic standards and broadens educational opportunities for pupils from a wide range of 

social backgrounds. All our pupils learn to care for and understand others. The need for Reed’s 

School to offer support to disadvantaged children is as strong today as it was when it was 

founded in 1813.

Can I Help? Yes, of course! Please contact the Development Office on 01932 869025 or visit 

the ‘Foundation’ tab on our website www.reeds.surrey.sch.uk 
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FOUNDATION FOCUS

FOUNDATION FOCUS
 The Foundation is what makes Reed’s School a special place...



Having qualified without losing a set in the Regional Finals of the 

British Schools’ Tennis Championships, the Reed’s U15 and U13 

teams travelled to Welwyn Garden City to compete in the Quarter 

Finals where both teams prevailed with relative ease. In the National 

Finals that followed in Bolton the U13 team claimed an excellent 

second place with a fine 4-2 win over Bournemouth Collegiate 

School and the U15 team won in great style. An excellent result as we 

didn’t manage to win in this age group last year. 

   Adrian Blackman, Head of Tennis

At the Regional Championships Reed’s U19A and B teams, the U16A 

and B teams and the U14A team all qualified for the English finals 

with the senior boys winning for the 6th consecutive year. A festival 

atmosphere prevailed at the English Championships and, with places 

at the National finals at stake, the boys had to be at their best. A great 

set of races for the Reed’s boys followed with two more National titles, 

U14 and U16, and two other teams winning age group medals. At the 

British Schools Championships the Reed’s boys faced the longest and 

steepest dry slope in Europe. and several Scottish rivals who benefitted 

from home advantage. Both teams raced very well and their rankings,  

3rd for our A team and 8th place for our B team, ranked us the top 

English school.               Mark Vernon, Head of Skiing
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SPORTING ROUND-UP FOR THE AUTUMN TERM
Tennis - U15 National Champions...

Swimming - Surrey Schools’ Gala Champions...
The swimming season kicked off with the Surrey Schools’ Gala with 

25 teams racing against the clock to qualify for the National Schools 

Gala. The junior team got off to a fine start with an impressive 4th 

place in the Freestyle Relay. The intermediate team also impressed 

with competitive results and times in both the Freestyle and Medley 

Relays. However, it was the senior squad who blew the competition 

away! Starting with the Freestyle Relay, all four boys posted sub-25 

seconds times, resulting in Reed’s taking Gold and smashing our 

second placed rivals, Whitgift, by more than 3 seconds. They carried 

this form into the medley relays where again the competition were 

left trailing. From the backstroke, through the breaststroke, over the 

fly and into the freestyle, they stretched the lead and again took Gold 

medals. Having qualified for the National Finals with the 3rd fastest 

time in the country the boys were in a favoured position, however, on 

the day the team were sadly disqualified for a questionable takeover, 

leaving them to dream of what might have been. Taking 4th place 

in the medley relay was some consolation, especially as they were 

competing against the biggest names in swimming in the country.  

The U15 National Tennis Champions

“Education is our passport to the future of life; 
for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today”  Malcom X

Dry Ski Racing - top English School...

U14 National Ski Racing Champions

SPORT

Jono Douthwaite, Head of Swimming

Reed’s were represented at the Independent Schools’ National 

Sailing Championships on the Isle of Wight over half term. The 

team were easily the youngest and faced stiff opposition from older 

crews. The conditions were demanding in the Solent, with high 

winds whipping up the sea. After three tough races the dauntless 

Reed’s team emerged in 2nd place - a fine effort! At the Surrey 

Schools Regatta there was strong competition with RGS Guildford 

and St John’s local favourites. Although the winds were light the 

boys executed good boat-handling skills and, at the end of the fourth 

race, had achieved a solid third place on the podium beating RGS, St 

John’s & St George’s.  Andrew Pascoots, Head of Sailing

Sailing - a fine effort...

The Independent Schools’ National Sailing Championships
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The 1st XV have had a fantastic season! A record number of wins  

secured the best win ratio of the 1st team in rugby at Reed’s in 

recent memory. Twelve wins and just one loss placed them ninth in the 

Country in a merit league that takes into account the strength of the 

opposition. There were many good victories but the two that stood out 

were winning away at Hurstpierpiont for the first time in many years and 

the demolition of St. John’s. In terms of performances there have been 

many good ones, but the Captain and Vice-Captain have stood out 

with them both being rewarded with London & South East U18 trials 

in January. Oli Taylor has been selected for the Danish U18 National 

Team and Guy Mawhood and Louis Porter have been selected for the 

South East U18 Lambs in January. All of the team should be proud of 

what they have achieved. The other Senior teams have done very well 

this season too. The 3rd XV have been competitive and the 2nd XV 

have achieved their best results in recent memory with a 57% win ratio.

It was a successful season in general for all the teams despite KCS 

being added to the fixture list, further improving its strength. Overall 

the school achieved a 44% win ratio which, when taken into account 

with a couple of age groups being under powered, is a good return.

A great deal of development has taken place in the U16 age group. 

The As have struggled for a couple of years but are now playing 

some good rugby and picked up two wins this year.  There were 

good performances at B and C team level where both sides had 50% 

seasons. The U15s performed well at B & C team level despite the A 

team finding things tough. As an age group there is strength in depth 

and they achieved a 55% win ratio. The U14 age group struggled to 

compete physically with their opposition but there is enough ability for 

them to improve.                             Antony Talbot, Head of Rugby

Swimming - Surrey Schools’ Gala Champions...

The Girls’ Hockey season has seen great achievements, new initiatives, 

a greater depth of fixtures and further national representation. 

On the back of the pre-season tour the 1st team have had a successful 

season. They reached the semi-final of the St George’s 6s and won 

the Reed’s invitational tournament for the second year in a row. In 

the County Cup they reached their first ever final as well as getting to 

the last 8 of the South Regionals. In the Indoor competition, with no 

preparation, they reached the final four. Other highlights include the 

excellent tour to Holland and the elusive first win ever against KGS, 

which will live long in the girls’ memories!

There have also been individual successes: Meg Dowthwaite was  

selected for the England U18 Squad and Meg, Liv Saligoi & Naomi 

Kelly played in the Futures Cup whilst Maddy Barnes got to the final 

stage of the JRPC selection tournament. 

The Girls’ Second Team went from strength-to-strength, by the end 

of the term they were comfortably beating teams who had beaten 

them before and were a dynamic, united group always wanting 

to win. Highlights were getting to the final of the KCS tournament 

against other schools’ first teams, the 5-0 victory to christen the new 

Astro Pitch at Reed’s and the destruction of the team from Trinity. The 

3rd XI squad is now very large - 27 girls have played matches and 

contributed to the team scoring more goals than ever before. The 

season finished with an inaugural Girls’ Hockey Dinner with Team GB 

Bronze Medallist Kate Richardson Walsh as our guest. Kate presented 

awards to all three teams and gave a very inspiring speech which will 

hopefully push the girls on further in the future. 

                Ben Edwards, Head of Girls’ Hockey

Girls’ Hockey - great achievements and new initiatives...

GB player Kate Richardson Walsh (3rd right) with the Headmaster 
(left) and Sixth Form hockey players at the Girls’ Hockey Dinner

SPORTING ROUND-UP FOR THE AUTUMN TERM
Rugby - the best season ever for the 1st XV...

“Education means inspiring someone’s mind, not just filling their head” Katie Lusk

                   Scenes from this season’s Rugby matches

SPORT



Pupils new to The Close (Years 7 & 8) enjoy their own programme 

of activities to allow them to settle in to life at Reed’s and prepare 

them for the transition to joining the Third Form (Year 9). 

First up in the new school year was a visit by the boys in the First Form 

to sample the challenges of High Ashurst Outdoor Centre. With the 

sun shining, they threw themselves into the activities and impressed 

both their tutors and instructors with their determination to succeed. 

With some manoeuvres more akin to a Spiderman movie they flew 

up and down the climbing and abseiling wall with ease. Overcoming 

their fears on the ‘leap of faith’ high ropes course was great to watch 

with everyone getting cheered on by their fellow team-mates. After a 

great day it was clear to see the improvement in the boys’ confidence 

and teamwork.                    Alex Balls, Close Housemaster

To encourage ideas for the Healthy Cooking Competition, First 

Formers enthusiastically took part in a Healthy Eating Roadshow run 

by the Fun Food Company. With tutors leading the cooking teams 

there was much rallying of support. Despite the initial conviction that 

the ‘Green Peppers’ would win, Mrs Kane, along with her competent 

‘Red Chili’ First Form partner, Ram Nagarasa, won the day with a 

Chinese chicken stir-fry. Mr Webb and Eddie Holmes’ vegetable curry 

could easily have won, however, as reports came back that the sag 

aloo was particularly tasty! 

Second Form boys paid a visit to the Sutton Life Centre as part of their 

CPSHE curriculum. The interactive tour focussed on a huge number 

of topical issues, including behaviour on public transport, internet 

safety, house fires and vandalism. The boys came up with a number 

of probing questions for their tour guides. Paul Brown-Bampoe,12, 

summed up the visit: “We were split up into groups to encounter 

different scenarios in a relevant environment. This helped us to 

think about what each one of us would do if we were faced with 

these decisions. We learnt what the right choices would be in these 

situations. My favourite experience was the one about peer pressure 

because it is one of the most common issues facing children at the 

moment. I thoroughly enjoyed the visit; it taught me a lot of things 

about being a child in the advanced world that we live in.”

          Mandy Francis, Head of CPSHE

Blathwayt - At the beginning of term Blathwayt were pleased to 

hand over a cheque for £1050 to their chosen charity, The Rainbow 

Trust Children’s Charity. The money was raised during 2013-14 by the 

Blathwayt pupils at many events such as the House Charity Revue, 

cake sales, and raffles.     Gareth Hart, Blathwayt Housemaster

Charity House Arts Revue - These shows, organised by House 

Prefects to raise funds for the Houses’ Charities, were some of the 

finest to have been put on and displayed a superb array of talent 

throughout the School. The plethora of comedy, singing and 

dancing acts were of the highest calibre and showed that all who 

were involved had put in a great deal of time and energy.      

Gareth Hart, Blathwayt Housemaster

Capel - Four students from Capel made a visit to the Hascombe 

Ward at The Royal Surrey Hospital to deliver the 145 presents kindly 

donated by the Reed’s community as part of Capel’s Christmas 

Present Appeal for children who have to spend their Christmas in 

hospital. The house supports Hascombe Ward on a continuous basis 

in memory of former Reed’s student, Emma Crook, who was treated 

in this facility but sadly lost her battle for life in 2010. During the visit 

the students also presented a cheque for £1,146.13 - funds Capel 

had raised during the 2013-14 academic year through a variety of 

fundraising events.               Lukas Pytel, Capel Housemaster
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HOUSE NEWS and Charity update...

THE CLOSE settling in, cooking and learning about life...

“Education is the ability to meets life’s situations”  John Hibben

Having fun at The Sutton Life Centre

HOUSE NEWS & ACTIVITIES

Capel Students with Housemaster (centre) presenting a cheque 
to The Hascombe Ward

Winners of the Cooking Competition - Mrs Kane & Ram Nagarasa



Fifth Form boys took part in the Silver Duke of Edinburgh 

expedition to the Marlborough Downs. The trip was preceded 

by torrential rain so they feared the worst; however, the weather was 

kind in the end and all they had to contend with were some strong 

gusts of wind from time to time. The pupils were highly motivated 

and this came across strongly over the three days with some excellent 

team work. They navigated well and only one group managed to get 

slightly lost on the very last section of the trail.  

Eighty Fourth Form pupils and ten staff descended on the Surrey Hills 

for the first Duke of Edinburgh Bronze practice walk. Pupils successfully 

undertook navigation and compass exercises on Holmbury Hill and 

followed routes around the area of Leith Hill. Having enjoyed several 

weeks of bright and sunny weather, they were unlucky to be hit with 

the first autumn storm. Nevertheless, spirits were high and the well 

kitted-out pupils were a credit to themselves and the school. Their 

early efforts bode well for the next practice walk in March.  

 

We will remember them…
With Drums…Reed’s School’s Corps of Drums attended a Drum 

Head Service at the Royal British Legion West Clandon Branch to 

commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the final day of peace before 

England declared war on Germany in 1914. The Drums were laid 

out in military fashion to make an altar from which the service was 

conducted. Sixth Former Dylan Price played the Last Post and Reveille 

before the members of the Corps of Drums performed a very polished 

and well put together routine.

With Poppies…We have also been able to honour the 112 former 

pupils of Reed’s School who fell in the Great War by purchasing a 

commemorative poppy for each of them at the Tower of London. 

This is in addition to the specially commissioned board that lists all 

their names which is sited in the Chapel. The names of these Old 

Reedonians were read out by General The Lord Dannatt at the special 

Roll of Honour Service held daily at the Tower of London; quite fitting 

as Lord Dannatt was our guest speaker at Speech Day in the summer.

With Marching…A crisp autumn morning awaited Reed’s CCF as 

they formed up with the Royal British Legion for the Remembrance 

Day Parade to St Andrew’s Church in Cobham. The cadets were 

joined by members of the Cobham branch of the Royal British Legion, 

along with members of other local uniformed groups, including 

Scouts, Guides, Police and Fire Brigade. Members of the CCF formed 

up again at the School’s Chapel to commemorate the 100 year 

anniversary of the outbreak of the First World War and in particular 

the 112 former pupils who lost their lives during the Great War.

other CCF News…
Twelve lucky members of the CCF went to RAF Benson to participate 

in some flying with 6 Air Experience Flight. Sadly the weather was 

against them and the flying had to be cancelled, but a surprise visit to 

28 Squadron was arranged and the cadets were given a tour of the 

Merlin helicopter. One of the crewmen captivated the cadets with 

facts, statistics and the capabilities of this impressive aircraft, as well as 

some of his own war stories from Iraq and Afghanistan.

Boys in the Third Form were treated to a visit from four veterans of 

the 1982 Falklands war: Air Commander Tim Gedge, Lieutenant-

Colonel Philip Neame, Major Mike Norman and Major-General Julian 

Thompson, who was the Marine officer in command of all land forces 

in the Falklands. They all gave talks on the major events of the war 

and of their own experiences; particularly gripping was Lt-Colonel 

Neame’s minute-by-minute account of the Battle of Goose Green 

and the heroic actions of his commander, Colonel “H” Jones. The 

visitors then answered many questions from the boys on their military 

careers and their part in the historic conflict. 
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COMBINED CADET FORCE

HM The Queen and Lord Dannatt at the Towerof London

“Seek education from the cradle to the grave”  Arabic proverb

DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD stormy weather & high spirits...

Reed’s CCF at the Remembrance Day Parade in Cobham

HOUSE NEWS & ACTIVITIES

Maj. Angus Harper, CCF Contingent Commander

        Val Wakefield, i/c Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme



Tim Henman kindly came back to Reed’s to officially open the 

Indoor Tennis Centre at an event attended by well over 150 

friends and supporters of tennis. He played in a Pro Exhibition 

match with local resident, Andy Murray, who came along to try out 

the new courts! Partnering 15-year-old Tennis Scholar Jack Molloy, 

he played in a doubles exhibition match against Tim Henman who 

partnered Jack Draper, 12.

The new Indoor Tennis Centre was partially funded by a grant 

from the LTA. Reed’s School Tennis Academy (RSTA) became one 

of only 21 LTA-approved High Performance Centres in 2012. The 

three new heated courts have an acrylic surface akin to those at the 

LTA’s National Training Centre in Roehampton. They will be used 

for training by the tennis scholars at Reed’s with the anticipation 

of producing another success like Tim Henman OBE, who was a 

Slater Tennis Scholar here from 1985 to 1991.

Acting as ball boys and girls during the matches were pupils from 

two Primary Schools in Merton who are part of the Reed’s School 

Primary Forum which delivers opportunities to disadvantaged 

children from low income families via academic, sporting and 

creative enrichment activities and through bursary funding. 

Cathie Sabin, the first ever woman President of the LTA, told guests 

at the event in her speech, “I was delighted to be asked to come 

to Reed’s School today. I have followed many of their players at 

tournaments and the boys are wonderful role models for the school. 

They are often commented about by other competing schools. 

There is quite obviously excellent pastoral care at Reed’s; being 

there also allows the boys to obtain a vital academic education”.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Autumn Term 2014

TENNIS STARS 
Open the new Indoor Centre...

12 “A good education is a fortune a child can never spend” Andrew Reed 

EVENTS

Thursday 5th February
Andrew Reed City Debate at The Guildhall from 

5:45pm. Contact Ed Whiffin on 01932 869089 or 

ewhiffin@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Wednesday 11th & Thursday 12th February
Music & Drama Performance of ’Sevastopol’ at 

7:30pm in The Assembly Hall. Contact reception on 01932 869099 

for ticketing information. 

Saturday 28th February
FORS Quiz Night at 7:00pm in the Assembly Hall. Contact  

Sarah McCormack at sarahmccor@hotmail.com

Saturday 7th March
Open Morning from 10:00 am for all year groups. Contact 

the Registrar on 01932 869001 or admissions@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Friday 13th March
Sports Dinner at 7.00pm in the Assembly Hall. 

Contact Ian Clapp on iclapp@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Wednesday 18th March 
Middle School Production of ‘Lord of the Flies’ at 

7:30pm in the Assembly Hall.

Thursday 19th March
Old Reedonians Hockey at 6pm at Reed’s School. 

Contact Sharmaine Matthews on 01932 589490 or 

smatthews@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Sunday 22nd March
Julian Smith Memorial Rugby Match at 

Whiteley Village.

Thursday 26th March
Old Reedonians’ City Dinner at 7pm at Tallow 

Chandlers Hall. Contact Sharmaine Matthews on 01932 589490 or 

smatthews@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Please note these events and timings may be subject

to alteration; remember to check  ‘What’s On’ at  

www.reeds.surrey.sch.uk  for the most up-to-date information.

DATE FOR YOUR DIARIES:
The 2015 May Ball will be on 

Saturday 16th May at The Savoy, 
 details to follow! 

Mark Hoskins (Headmaster), Tim Henman, Cathie Sabin 
(LTA President), Richard Garrett (Development Director)

Tim Henman congratulates Andy Murray 


